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Abstract
Recent preclinical studies demonstrated the use of engineered cells as a potential way to treat many diseases and disorders. Tailoring the cell’s function and interactions using surface engineering methods is a very promising approach in developing novel cell-based therapeutics. For instance, cell surface modification has been used for the development of universal blood donor cells. In another example, it has been shown that surface modification of stem cells is a doable approach to regulate the fate of cells into specific phenotypes, which is necessary to regain function in specific environment such as different injury sites. Cell surface engineering using macromolecules/polymers could provide desired properties and functions to cells for applications in targeted delivery, biosensing, transfection, imaging techniques, and in the regulation of cell fate. This chapter will review the recent advancements in polymer-based cell surface engineering approaches for various applications. In terms of the cell types, we have chosen to focus, specifically, on red blood cells, lymphocytes, splenocytes, stem cells (multipotent and pluripotent), islet cells, endothelial cells, and hepatocytes as they offer the most promise in generating cell-based therapeutics. In terms of modification approaches, we mainly highlighted the literature associated with the use synthetic polymers via covalent conjugation and non-covalent bonding. We also discuss the future of such cell surface engineering methods for their potential clinical utility.
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Abbreviations
AL Alginate
BAEC Bovine aortic endothelial cells
BNHS Biotin N-hydroxysuccinimidyl
CAM Cell adhesion molecules
CH-PC Chitosan-graft-phosphorylcholine
CNS Central nervous system
CP Choline phosphate
DMPE 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine
EC Endothelial cells
ECM Extracellular matrix
ESCs Embryonic stem cells
FGF2 Fibroblast growth factor 2
GAGs Glycosaminoglycans
HPGs Hyperbranched polyglycerols
HS Heparan sulfate
HSCs Hematopoietic stem cells
HTPs HaloTag proteins
ICAM-1 Intercellular cell adhesion molecule-1
IPSC  | Induced pluripotent stem cells
LbL   | Layer-by-layer
Mal-Phe-PEG | Maleimidophenyl-PEG
m-PEG | Methoxypoly(ethylene glycol)
MSC   | Mesenchymal stem cell
neoPGs | Neoproteoglycans
NHS   | N-hydroxysuccinimidyl
NSCs  | Neural stem cells
PBS   | Phosphate-buffered saline
PEG   | Poly(ethylene glycol)
PEI   | Poly(ethyleneimine)
PEM   | Polyelectrolyte multilayer film
PLL   | Poly-L-lysine
PLL-PEG | Poly-L-lysine-graft-polyethylene glycol
PMNs  | Polymorphonuclear leukocytes
PPG   | Palmitated protein G
PSCs  | Pluripotent stem cells
PVA   | Poly(vinyl alcohol)
RBCs  | Red blood cells
SDF-1 | Stromal-derived factor-1
SLeX  | Sialyl-Lewisx
SS    | Succinimidyl succinate
VCAM  | Vascular endothelial adhesion molecule

1 Background

Cell surface is a highly heterogeneous environment with distinct types of proteins, glycans, and lipids [1–8]. Cell surface has a critical role in governing the fate of cells as it would regulate cell-cell interaction, cell-niche communication, and intracellular signaling pathways [2, 6–10]. Although the cell surface is highly dynamic and complex in nature, several ways have been developed for manipulating the cell surface in order to alter their functionalities/properties for variety of applications (Fig. 1). Controlling the biochemical and cellular functions of cells by resurfacing the cell membrane with biomaterials alongside inhabitant functionalities allows new opportunities in drug delivery, cell-based therapeutics, transfusion, and tissue engineering [2–4, 9, 11–15]. Most common cell surface engineering applications include bioimaging, manipulating cell biology, tissue engineering, cell therapies, and targeting cells to the desired sites of the body [2, 8, 9, 15]. For instance, by systemic infusion of engineered hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) with cell homing ligands onto their surface, it is possible to home such cells to the bone marrow to have a safe and efficient cell targeting for transplantation applications [16]. Although proposed approaches in this field have been promising, many challenges remain. Such issues include the development of cell-friendly modification methods that suit highly heterogeneous and super dynamic nature of the cell surface to have a significant
effect on cellular functions such as adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation without compromising the viability.

In this chapter, we will discuss cell surface engineering approaches using synthetic polymers for various applications. It will also address how chemical approaches including covalent and non-covalent methods are used to manipulate the cell surface effectively to enhance their therapeutic potential and other cellular functions. These include covalent conjugation of polymers to primary amine groups on cell surface proteins, incorporation of amphiphilic polymers into lipid membrane of cells via hydrophobic interaction, electrostatic binding between cationic macromolecules and negatively charged cell surface, and grafting from strategies and modifications through nonnative functional groups. In addition, this chapter also highlights a huge body of work on the engineering the surface of cells, including red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells, multipotent and pluripotent stem cells, islet cells, endothelial cells, and hepatocytes for transplantation and transfusion applications. These cells are selected due to their promising therapeutic potential for various diseases. We review the advantages and challenges associated with these methods and how these approaches can be applied to improve the therapeutic applications of cells. Finally, conclusions about the current state of the field and insight into the future directions are given.

2 Methods for Cell Surface Engineering Using Polymers

Cell surface engineering has a pivotal role in tuning the cell function by controlling their biochemical interactions with their environments [2–4, 15, 18]. The availability of different functional groups on the cell surface will be an excellent opportunity for cell surface modification (Fig. 1). However, surface modification is quite challenging due to the fact that cell surface is not static, and also the modification should only have minimal effect on biological function of the cells [5, 7, 19, 20]. In the past two or three decades, researchers have focused on developing various tools for engineering the surface of cells [2, 9, 19, 21, 22]. A variety of functional groups and bioactive substances have been introduced onto cell surface by different biological transformations and physicochemical methods [9, 14, 21, 22]. Here, our intention is to focus on methods that are commonly used and utilize hydrophobic, electrostatic, covalent interactions and enzymatic approaches for cell surface modification.

2.1 Hydrophobic Insertion into the Cell Membrane

Hydrophobic interactions are frequently exploited for cell surface engineering, especially poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) conjugated phospholipid amphiphilic polymers are known for their ability to attach on the cell membrane [23, 24]. Tatsumi et al. have developed a versatile method to engineer the surface of hepatocytes by immobilizing polymers on the cell membrane [25]. They used a PEG-phospholipids conjugate bearing FITC (FITC-PEG-lipid, in particular, 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidylethanolamine (DMPE)) to intercalate into the hepatocyte lipid
This modification process did not alter either functional parameters in vitro or engraftment potential of the cell in vivo. Moreover, Iwata and co-workers highlighted the importance of hydrophobic modification of the cell surface using a layer-by-layer method [26]. They used a combination of PEG-conjugated phospholipid derivatives and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) bearing different anchoring units. When PEG-phospholipid conjugates bearing maleimide groups were incubated with islet suspension, a thin layer of PEGs on islet surface formed spontaneously by a hydrophobic insertion mechanism. Then, the first PVA layer was introduced via a maleimide/thiol reaction between maleimide group of the PEG layer and thiol groups on modified PVA. The PVA layer was further enforced using a layer-by-layer method which utilized thiol/disulfide exchange reactions [27, 28]. Figure 2 showed how such approach is used to engineer the surface of islet cells.

Recently, Temura et al. reported another surface engineering approach using PEG-lipid derivatives and DNA hybridization instead of PVAs for cell-cell interactions [29]. In this approach, a single-stranded ss-DNA (polyA20 and polyT20 with the thiol group) was conjugated with PEG-phospholipid (Mal-PEG-lipid), and the resulting polymeric conjugate was inserted onto the cell membrane [30]. In another study, Won et al. optimized the mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) surface by incorporating recombinant CXCR4 (rCXCR4) protein on the membrane of MSC to improve the homing of MSCs. They incubated a PEG-phospholipid which was conjugated to a rCXCR4 with MSCs at room temperature to bind the stromal-derived factor-1 (SDF-1) on MSC’s surface [21]. Another eloquent study was on the use of lipid-modified hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG) for generating a coating on stem cell to deliver them to target tissues (Fig. 3) [16]. Bioactive HPGs conjugated with octadecyl chains and vasculature-binding peptides (VBP) were used for directing MSCs to vascular endothelium.

Fig. 1 An illustration of the eukaryotic cell membrane with different functional moieties; amine, thiol, and carbonyls in very small quantities are tethered to either membrane bound proteins or glycoproteins or carbohydrate component of glycolipids. (Adapted from [17] with the kind permission of Royal chemical society)
A schematic view of surface engineering of the islet cells by a multilayered PVA membrane approach [Adapted from reference \[26\], with the kind permission of Elsevier Ltd.].
2.2 Electrostatic Interactions

By exploiting the charged nature of cell membrane, various electrostatic methods were explored to engineer the cell surface. Over the two past decades, layer-by-layer assembly of polyelectrolytes to form polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) film, which is formed by alternate assembly of polycations and polyanions, represents a renowned approach for engineering the cell surfaces at the molecular level. Ionic polymers, such as chitosan, poly(allylamine hydrochloride), poly(styrene) sulfate, poly-L-lysine (PLL), and poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI), strongly interact with negatively charged mammalian cell surface and have been widely used for this approach [31]. However, the cytotoxicity of the polycations is one of the main limitations of this approach. To circumvent this issue, several groups have used a spacer between a polycation and the cell surface to avoid the direct contact between the cationic polymer and cell surface [32–34]. Recently, Wilson and co-workers reported a PEG-modified cationic polymers by taking advantage of PEG-dependent conformational changes and biocompatibility (Fig. 4) [22].

![Hyperbranched Polyglycerol (HPG) and Bioactive HPG](image_url)

**Fig. 3** Stem cell modification via hydrophobic insertion of modified hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG). A bioactive HPG modified with octadecyl chains and vasculature binding peptides (VBPs) was utilized for the modification of stem cells as a novel cell-guidance molecule and guide them to defective vasculature. In vitro studies demonstrated the proof-of-concept. Adapted from reference [16], with the kind permission of American chemical society.
In another eloquent work, Brooks and Kizhakkedathu groups reported that neutral polymers can be utilized for cell surface modification. They have decorated hyperbranched polyglycerols (HPGs) with choline phosphate (CP) (neutral zwitter-ionic polymers) to modify the cell surface by electrostatically interacting CP groups with the phosphatidylcholine end group of the cell surface lipids on cell membrane (Fig. 5) [35]. Various groups adopted this methodology to modify the cell surface for different applications [22, 31, 36]. The encapsulation of live cells in polymeric coatings is a versatile approach to modulate or control the response of cells to their environment. The layer-by-layer assembly of non-immunogenic polyelectrolytes is employed here to attenuate or suppress the binding of antibodies to red blood cells (RBCs) and, consequently, decrease their inherent immunogenicity in vitro. The optimized shell was composed of four bilayers of alginate (AL) and chitosan-graft-phosphorylcholine (CH-PC) surrounded by two bilayers of AL and poly-L-lysine-g-polyethylene glycol (PLL-g-PEG).

2.3 Covalent Modification

Although a variety of functional groups are readily available on the cell surface, only a few functional moieties can be used to covalently modify the cell surface proteins due to the extreme complexity and heterogeneity of cell surface. This strategy is involved in a direct chemical reaction of functional groups on the cell surface such as amines, thiols, and carboxylic acids with proteins, polymers, nanoparticles, and...
Fig. 5. An illustration represents the structure of polyvalent choline phosphate molecules contained hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG-CP) and schematic representation of adsorption of HPG-CP on cell membrane. Adapted from reference [35] with the kind permission of Springer Nature.
other small molecules. The most commonly used functionality for cell surface modification is the amine groups originating from the lysine side chains present on cell surface proteins. The most easily and extensively used strategy is the treatment of amine groups on the cell surface with N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)-activated macromolecules at nearly physiological conditions. Although cell surface carbohydrates were used for covalent conjugation of small molecules on cell surface [37a], there is limited information available on such methods used for polymer conjugation.

Wilson et al. masked the pancreatic islet surface covalently with functionalized thrombomodulin in order to reduce donor cell-mediated procoagulant and pro-inflammatory responses [37a]. The bifunctional PEG-based linker, with a triphenylphosphine derivative at one end and an NHS-activated carboxylic acid at the other end, was attached to the amine groups of the pancreatic islet surface by an amide coupling strategy. Subsequently, an azido-functionalized thrombomodulin was attached to PEG linker chemoselectively using Staudinger ligation [22]. The obtained surface modification was very effective in increasing the production of activated protein C with a reduction in islet-mediated thrombogenicity [37a]. Recently, Kizhakkedathu and co-workers have used a similar strategy to modify the RBC surface with HPGs and PEGs in order to camouflage the antigens on the RBC surface. The carboxylic acid functionalized HPG molecules are activated with NHS followed by incubation with RBC in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Fig. 6) [37b]. This RBC surface modification provided significantly higher levels of CD47 self-protein accessibility and greater protection of certain antigens on the RBC surface without changing native properties of RBC. These functional RBCs have greater potential for therapeutic delivery applications. Later on, Hsiao et al. used a
bifunctional PEG molecule to couple the mammalian cell surface with biopolymers such as ss-DNA [38]. They attached maleimide group on one side of the PEG chain, and the other end group of the PEG chain is modified with NHS ester [38]. The activated carboxyl group reacts with amine groups on the cell surface, whereas maleimide group reacts with thiol group on the ss-DNA. This rapid technique is very effective in the modification of different cell lines, such as RBCs, primary T cells, and cardiac myoblasts. This new protocol greatly expands the applicability of DNA adhesion strategies for different applications [38]. Using a similar strategy, Cheng et al. covalently conjugated peptides, with cysteine C-terminus, on MSC’s surface without affecting cell functions [39]. The engineeredMSCsexhibited rolling on E-selectin.

The covalent conjugation of cell surface amines with cyanuric acid containing polymers is another commonly used strategy for various cell surface modifications, in particular RBCs and T cells [40–45]. Hashemi-Najafabadi et al. developed a cell surface modification technique to mask the RBCs surface via covalent attachment of m-PEG to the cell membrane [41]. They optimized PEGylation conditions in order to achieve the attenuated immunorecognition of RBCs in both organ transplantation and blood transfusion applications. The cyanuric acid derivative of m-PEG-OH was first synthesized under inert conditions; then, the Rh positive RBCs were suspended with cyanuric acid-PEG derivatives for different time intervals at different pH, temperature, and polymer concentrations. PEGylation, with linear PEG of molecular mass 5 kDa, of RBCs through this approach was quite successful at pH 8.7, temperature 14 °C, and reaction time 30 min. The polymer concentration was varied with molecular weight. The morphology of m-PEG-RBCs was intact, and it was further confirmed by light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. Using similar approach, Scott and co-workers has shown that the grafting of m-PEG on peripheral blood mononuclear cell surface decreased the antibody recognition of different surface receptors involved in essential cell communication [46].

Connecting cell surface amines with aldehyde containing moieties (macromolecules, drugs) through Schiff base formation is another useful strategy. Tucaresol, a molecule bearing an aldehyde group, is an investigational drug as an immunopotentiator in chronic hepatitis B virus and HIV infections. Chen et al. conjugated the Tucaresol with T-cell surface amines via Schiff base formation to understand its immunoresponse mechanism. However, this method is not widely explored [47–49].

It is known that mammalian cell surface is abundant with free thiol groups from cysteine residues, at least 15 cell surface proteins have thiol groups in either oxidized (disulfide bridges) or reduced form (free thiols). The balance between oxidized and reduced forms of thiol group is dependent on the redox environment of cells. Various research groups have made use of these thiol groups to engineer the cell surface for various biomedical applications, for instance, controlling immune functionality and cell signaling [27, 50]. A significant advantage of this strategy is the plethora of commercially available reagents and linkers. In addition, the fact that covalent linkage between the reduced form of the disulfide group and targeted moieties can be easily tuned by altering the reaction conditions [51, 52]. Maleimide functionalized probes are one of the best option as they are stable, efficient, light insensitive, and show high chemoselectivity
to cysteine thiol groups [53]. The free thiol groups on cell surface can be chemoselectively conjugated with maleimide-containing nanoparticles, biopolymers, and dyes at neutral conditions (pH 6.5–7.5) to form very stable thioether bridges. This thiolation-directed maleimide chemical approach is notable even bigger target molecules, in size of 100–300 nm [54]. Stephan et al. conjugated the maleimide-containing nanoparticles to thiol groups present on the surface of T cells and HSCs to promote them as promising vectors for targeted cell-mediated drug delivery [54] (Fig. 7).

These strategies are very useful to enhance drug loading on the cell surface [55]. In another report, Nacharaju et al. conjugated PEG-maleimides to the RBC surface to camouflage the RBC surface antigens from antibodies. This methodology worked well for different molecular weights of PEG, and also this linkage is stable at in vivo conditions [56].

The process of biotinylation is a covalent attachment of biotin molecule, a water-soluble vitamin B7, to cell surfaces, biomaterials, small molecules, and macromolecules. Biotinylation reagents are commercially available for chemoselective targeting of specific functional groups including amines, thiols, carboxylic acids, carbohydrates, and carbonyl groups. Researchers took advantage of extremely high-affinity binding between biotin and its binding partners such as avidin, streptavidin, and NeutrAvidin to probe the cell surface or for cell surface modification. In addition, this binding is highly resistant to heat, pH, organic solvents, and other

![Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of covalent attachment of phosphorous lipid maleimide-functionalized nanoparticles with the free thiol group which is linked to the cell membrane proteins at physiological pH. (Adapted from [54] with the kind permission of Springer Nature)](image-url)
denaturing environments. The biotin-avidin interaction ($K_d = 10^{-15}$ M) is widely explored for different biotechnological and biomedical fields [57–59]. Biotinylation of cell surfaces is achieved through a reaction of primary amine groups present on the cell surface with amine-reactive biotin, such as NHS biotin derivatives. Once the cell is labeled with biotin, it can be readily functionalized with a wide range of small molecules, microspheres, polymers, and proteins through a streptavidin bridge [60, 61]. Building on this approach, recently, Dou et al. reported a cell-matrix interaction protocol using diverse types of cells (osteoblastic, human endothelial, and human hepatoma cells) and hydrogels to enhance the cellular adhesion in three-dimensional extracellular matrix which is very important for avoiding cell death. To this end, three-dimensional nanofibrous hydrogel matrix was generated by co-assembly of 1,4-benzyldicarboxamide-based supramolecular gelators and their biotinylated versions [62]. In parallel, the used cells were modified with avidin; the avidin-modified cells were well encapsulated in three-dimensional matrix using the well-known, highly specific avidin-biotin bridge. The adhesive cells showed high cell proliferation rates, and it was confirmed by reverse transcription polymerase chain reactions. The expected cell adhesion was achieved in great amount in comparison with arginylglycylaspartic acid-based adsorption techniques. This approach is appealing more universal and might have potential to expand to other cell lines too (Fig. 8).

![Cell Surface Engineering](https://example.com/cell-surface-engineering)

**Fig. 8** (a) Generation of molecular structures of three-dimensional nanofibrous networks from co-assembly of supramolecular gelators and biotinylated gelators. (b) Schematic representation of avidin-modified cells. (c) Cell adhesion was observed in three-dimensional networks through the expected avidin-biotin interaction between fibrous nanomatrix and avidin-modified cells. (Adapted from [62] with the kind permission of American chemical society)
Although the biotinylation strategy is very versatile and widely used for different applications, it has few limitations, for instance, when natural cell surface functionalities are targeted with highly reactive molecules, the cell surface might have over flooded with biotinylated products; this could generate some toxicity [63]. In addition, the protein component of these techniques is of bacterial origin (e.g., streptavidin) which could generate immune reactions. This will be harmful especially for cell surface engineering for in vivo applications. Although covalent immobilizations/linkages of polymers or macromolecules to cell membranes were expected to be stable for chemical degradation for a long time, in few cases these non-covalent modifications disappeared from the cell surface over the time [14].

2.4 Modifications Through Nonnative Cell Surface Functional Groups

The other cell modification approach involves the generation of cell surface functional groups that are not normally present on cell surface and utilization of these functional groups for covalent grafting. The ligation of nonnative functional groups on cell surface with exogenous materials is used for different applications such as live cell imaging, cell separation process, and cell-based sensors [64–66]. In the past few years, various attempts have been employed to generate the different functional groups, in particular, carbonyl, azides, and thiol on the cell surface to chemoselectively modify the cell surface [67–70]. Carbonyl groups can easily react with amines and alkoxyamines, resulting in stable bonds at ambient conditions. However, the availability of carbonyl groups on the cell surface is very limited. For many years, aldehyde or ketone groups on cell surface are generated with high specificity and turnout by direct chemical modification or enzymatic treatment or by the metabolic incorporation of desired functional moieties [71]. Sialic acid moieties have a crucial role in cell aggregation and recognition and are found on cell surface glycoproteins, linked to either galactose or N-acetylgalactosamine at the non-reducing terminal positions [69, 72]. Gahmberg et al. used galactose oxidase to selectively oxidize the diol units of the sialic acid on the penultimate sugar molecules of the cell membrane glycoproteins in order to generate aldehyde groups (Fig. 9) [73, 74]. Since these diol units are available on the penultimate sugar molecules of the glycoproteins, another selective chemical or enzymatic treatment is necessary. In this case, the enzyme neuraminidase is used to cleave glycoside linkage between the last two terminal sugar units; it provides better access to the diol groups for the subsequent reaction. Sodium periodate-mediated selective oxidation of terminal diol

Fig. 9 Selective modification of diol units of glycoproteins of cell membrane. (a) A mild sodium periodate oxidation of cell surface proteins generates the aldehyde groups at C-9 positions of the N-acetyl galactose. (b) Neuraminidase enzyme cleaves seductively terminal glycosidic linkages of protein, flowed by galactose oxidase treatment yields aldehydes at C-6 positions of the sugar molecules. (Adapted from [17] with the kind permission of Royal chemical society)
units into aldehydes was known for small molecules, oligosaccharides, and proteins. De Bank et al. demonstrated the generation of aldehyde groups through a mild oxidation of 1,2-diol units of sialic acid residues of living L6 myoblast cells with sodium periodate to induce cell aggregations. This approach showed high cell compatibility and did not show any significant effect on cell morphology [75].

In 2010, Holden et al. also used a similar approach to coat the macrophage surface with polyamidoamine dendrimers through sialic acid modification. The geminal diol units of sialic acid on the cell surface are oxidized with sodium periodate to generate aldehydes, and the cells are dispersed with polymers to form a covalent bond between amine groups of polyamidoamine dendrimers and aldehyde groups on the cell surface. Finally, formed Schiff bases were further converted into stable secondary amine groups using sodium cyanoborohydride [76]. However, the main limitation of this approach is that the reactive groups must be generated prior to the covalent grafting of cells with polymers.

The other prominent way of generating carbonyl groups on the cell surface is metabolic approach. Carbohydrate chains on the cell membrane are very important for most of the cell communications and cell functions [77]. Tagging of specific functionalities on carbohydrates or incorporation of unnatural carbohydrates into live cells surface, followed by surface engineering with polymers would be a viable approach to control the cell functions. Bertozzi research group is pioneered in introducing unnatural functional groups on the live cells membrane, for instance, acetyl, levulinoyl, and azidoacetyl groups, through glycosylation method [78, 79]. Taking advantage of this approach, Akiyoshi and co-workers demonstrated a new cell surface engineering strategy by attaching biomimetic polymer on cell surface via cell surface tag method (Fig. 10) [80]. To achieve proper surface masking, they developed a synthetic library of biofouling 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymers, which were modified later with hydrazide functional groups. Metabolic treatment of human promyelocytic leukemia cells with N-levulinoylmannosamine, an unnatural carbohydrate acts as a cell surface tag, generated ketone-containing carbohydrates abundantly on the surface of cells. The N-levulinoylmannosamine-treated human promyelocytic leukemia cells were attached to hydrazide-modified 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine polymers by selective recognition of a cell surface tag (ketone groups) within 15 min of incubation. The modified cells retained their morphology and showed high cell viability, which is further confirmed by flow cytometry.

Although various enzymatic treatments and metabolic approaches have been also employed to incorporate different functional groups such as biotin, alkyne, azide, thiol, and ketones into live cells surfaces, these technologies might influence cell physiology in the long run [81, 82].

### 2.5 Grafting from Strategies

Surface-initiated polymerizations such as atom transfer radical polymerization and reversible addition fragmentation chain-transfer polymerization have intensely been
studied for different applications including generating non-biofouling surfaces, cell-selective adhesiveness, and stimuli-response materials [83–86]. Although cell surface with abundance of different functional groups is very attractive for surface-initiated polymerizations, the main challenge is reaction conditions which are very toxic to live cells. In contrast to traditional cell surface modifications, grafting of synthetic polymers on cell surface also offer a few advantages, especially in terms of changing the physical properties of modified surface and increasing the functional groups for secondary interactions, and provide opportunities in the generation of cell-polymer hybrid structures [87]. Recently Niu et al. modified cell surfaces (human Jurkat cells and yeast cells) by a novel “grafting from approach”; they generated the polymers on the cell surface by utilizing covalently linked -NH₂ groups on the yeast cell surface proteins as initiators for visible light-mediated photoinduced electron transfer-reversible addition fragmentation chain-transfer polymerization (PET-RAFT) [88]. The cell surface amine groups were conjugated with the dibenzocyclooctyl-based activated ester by an amidation reaction. Then, the highly strained cyclooctyl groups on the cell surface were conjugated with azide-containing chain transfer agent,
(2-(butylthiocarbonothioyl) propionic acid), through a copper-free, strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition. Next, cell surface-initiated PET-RAFT was conducted on yeast cell surface, by adding eosin Y (triethanolamine) as a catalyst and methoxy-PEG acrylamide-1k (PEGA-1k) as a monomer in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) with the aid of a light-emitting diode source (465 nm) to achieve the polymer-grafted yeast cells (Fig. 11).

Cell viability and proliferation assays were confirmed that high cell viability and compatibility of this modification approach and the density of polymer chains on the cell surface was confirmed by different characterization techniques. From a synthetic prospective, this PET-RAFT process is highly controlled and generated very finely distributed polymers on the cell surface and no polymer formation was observed inside of the cells. However, the similar methodology did not work well for mammalian cell surface since mammalian cells lack a cell wall which protects the cells from unwanted cell stress conditions. Therefore, Niu et al. used a slightly modified chain transfer agent bearing a lipid-type molecule to insert the chain transfer agent non-covalently on the Jurkat cell membrane, and then polymerization process took place as described previously (Fig. 12). Overall, these approaches helped in increasing the number of grafted chains directly on the cell surface when compared with traditional polymer grafting strategies and can also be used to incorporate a wide range of functional groups for post-polymerization functionalization of the cell surface. The chemical reaction is completed in less than 5 min.

Surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization, for instance, on solid surfaces, nanoparticles, and metallic surfaces, has been extensively studied. Taking advantage of this, recently Kim et al. reported a yeast cell surface modification with synthetic polymers (“grafting from” approach) using highly cytocompatible surface-initiated activator regenerated by electron transfer, atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ARGET-ATRP) [89]. They coated the cell surface with polydopamine by dispersing the cells in a solution containing dopamine-bearing ATRP initiator. The polydopamine-coated cell surface was treated with ARGET-ATRP solution for different time intervals to optimize the density of polymer chains on the cell surface. Such polymer-live cells hybrid structures have enormous potential for different applications and might serve as cell-based sensors, biomotors, and diagnostics [83, 90, 91].

3 Cell Surface Modification of Different Cell Types and Applications

The reasoning behind the cell surface engineering is to bring new advances in cell therapies which would eventually lead to control the fate and function of therapeutic cells. Engineered cells will be potentially used for their enhanced survival, proliferation, or differentiated function. In the following section, we will detail various cell surface modification methods applied to different cell types and applications associated with. Our main focus will be on RBCs, stem cells (multipotent and pluripotent), islet cells, endothelial cells, lymphocytes and splenocytes, and hepatocytes.
Fig. 11 A scheme showing yeast cell surface modification by “graft from approach.” The chain transfer agents are linked to amine groups on the cell surface followed by polymerization of different monomers by PET-RAFT. (Adapted from [88] with the kind permission of Springer Nature)
Since cell surface engineering has emerged as a promising method for applications such as tissue replacement, regenerative medicine, transfusion, and transplantation medicine, the aforementioned cell types play key roles in these fields. Such approaches often involve the use of combinations of materials and cells to create functional structures that can be used in place of the original tissue. For instance, stem cells have the unique property of pluripotency, the ability to differentiate into any cell type making them particularly useful in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Here, we aim to summarize the benefit of cell surface engineering of these cells and report the current challenges associated with their application.

3.1 Antigen Protected Red Blood Cells

To overcome the challenges in preventing the immunological rejection of donor cells and tissue organs, many biochemical approaches have been designed [39]. Considerable amount of work has been undertaken to generate polymer coating on RBC to mask minor and major antigens on RBC surface for the creation of universal or immunocamouflaged antigen-protected blood donor cells [12, 13, 39, 56, 63, 92–94]. In another application, surface-modified RBCs have been used as a natural drug delivery system to carry therapeutic agents in the vasculature [95]. Cell surface engineering approaches would allow introducing different drugs onto the surface of RBCs for such applications. Figure 13 shows the schematic of common methods in engineering the surface of RBCs.

One of the earlier approaches for modification of RBCs is by covalent grafting of PEG on the surface of RBCs to protect or mask the blood group antigens on the surface.
Fig. 13 Schematic representation of a method in engineering the surface of RBCs. A macromolecular crowded approach was shown here.
which was pioneered by Scott and co-workers [46, 92, 96]. The polymer coating on the cell surface acts as a shield to prevent the interaction of antibodies and recognition of cell surface antigens. Scott and co-workers have shown that engineering the surface of RBCs using methoxy-PEG (m-PEG) had decreased anti-blood group antibody binding to human RBCs and the importance of polymer size on the antigen camouflage [46, 92, 96] (Fig. 14). Results from these studies have shown that m-PEG-modified sheep RBC which were transfused into mice resulted in improved survival when compared to the

---

**Fig. 14** Immunocamouflage of membrane antigens is a function of linker chemistry, polymer size, and polymer surface density. (a) Shown is a graphical representation of the RBC membrane and the topical distribution of the Rh (C/c), Kidd (Jk<sup>a/b</sup>), and MNS (S/s) blood group antigens. The PEG exclusion layer is the physical entity which gives rise to the immunocamouflage of the membrane antigens. (b) Influence of polymer size of Rhc antigen camouflage. (c) Influence of polymer size on immunocamouflage of the MNS and Kidd blood group antigens. The Rh antigens are located close to the membrane surface; consequently even relatively short polymers (e.g., 5 kDa) can effectively camouflage these sites, and however, MNS and Kidd blood group antigens extend far from the cell surface needs large molecular weight polymer. (Adapted from [46b] with the kind permission of Elsevier Ltd)
untreated RBC. This immunocamouflaged strategy has shown to drastically reduce the immunogenicity of the foreign cells and tissues. For instance, Bradley et al. have shown that PEG modification significantly could attenuate RBC immunogenicity while maintaining normal morphology and function. Moreover, PEG-modified RBCs have shown normal in vivo survival in murine models [92]. More importantly, Scott’s group has shown that engineering the surface of RBCs with Cm-PEG (cyanuric chloride-activated methoxy-PEG) has the potential to prevent alloimmunization in chronically transfusion diseases such as sickle cell anemia and thalassemia [46b]. In addition to these reports, Nacharaju et al. have introduced PEG onto the surface of RBCs by thiolation-mediated chemistry with maleimidophenyl-PEG (Mal-Phe-PEG) with different molecular weights [56]. Using this approach, they could successfully mask the antigenicity of group A Rh(D)+ and B Rh(D)+ to universal blood donor cells (group O Rh(D)-), confirming the masking of these antigens [56].

Due to the issues related to the antibody generation associated with PEG [46, 92, 96], our group has extensively explored the RBC surface engineering using a novel branched polymer and hyperbranched polyglycerol (HPG) [12, 13, 37, 63, 93, 97], which has shown similar or better biocompatibility than PEG. Chapanian et al. developed antigen-protected RBCs by grafting succinimidyl succinate (SS) group modified onto the surface of RBCs [63]. HPG modification resulted in significant reduction in binding of blood group antibodies to cell surface of engineered RBCs compared to control RBCs [63]. In another study, Chapanian et al. investigated the in vivo circulation of grafted RBCs with HPG in mice and showed a normal circulation behavior for RBCs modified with HPG of selected molecular weights and graft concentration (Fig. 15) [12]. The molecular weight of HPG and grafting concentrations are two important parameters that influenced both camouflage of red cell antigens and the viability of modified cells [98]. A comparison of grafting PEG and HPG has shown that HPG-modified cells gave promising results compared to PEG-grafted RBCs due to the compact nature of HPG [94, 98]. Recent studies also highlight the fact the HPG modification on RBC surface can be utilized to modulate the innate immune response to surface-modified cells. Leung et al. have shown that the complement activation on cell surface-modified HPG-dependent on the molecular weight and graft density. Recent studies also tested polymers such as poly-ethyloxazoline as replacement to PEG [97]; however, the immunocamouflage was lower, but this polymer showed improved RBC morphology. Overall, cell surface engineering of RBCs using covalent grafting of polymers has shown promising results in production of antigen-protected RBCs toward universal blood donor cells. In addition, these methods provide a general working principle for cell surface engineering using simple non-nucleated cells that can be adapted for other type of complex cell types.

3.2 Lymphocytes and Splenocytes

Due to the complexity of human immune system and antigenic diversity of the human cells, rejection of biomaterial, foreign tissues, and donor organs is still a great
Fig. 15  Blood circulation of HPG-grafted RBCs in mice at different graft concentrations. (a) HPG 20 kDa, (b) HPG 60 kDa. (Adapted from [13] with the kind permission of Elsevier Ltd). Polymer concentration played a significant role in tuning the blood circulation times of grafted RBCs
challenge in translational medicine. This questions the long-term compatibility of transplanted tissues and quality of the recipient’s life. Especially, graft-versus-host disease causes significant morbidity and mortality among the transplanted patients. Although few pharmacologic agents, for instance, azathioprine and methotrexate, have been successfully used to inhibit T-cell activation, these drugs are highly toxic to the kidney, liver, and gastrointestinal glands [99–101]. Surface engineering of the cells with biomaterials may provide a viable solution to reduce the rejection of allografts. Scott and co-workers examined the covalently m-PEG (5 kDa)-grafted allogeneic lymphocytes in minimizing of alloreognition necessary for T-cell activation and graft-versus-host disease both in vitro and in vivo in murine models. The masking of cell surface dramatically attenuated alloreognition of cells, and it was evident by dramatic differences in T-cell proliferation between unmodified and m-PEG-modified versions in both one- and two-way mixed lymphocyte reactions and flow cytometric analysis. Further, the in vivo murine models, graft-versus-host disease is induced in immunocompetent as well as immunocompromised mice via transfusion of allogeneic splenocytes which are collected from murine major histocompatibility complex disparate mice, further validate the effect of m-PEG derivatization in attenuation of alloreognition and subsequent reduction of the risk of graft-versus-host disease in mice [40].

The grafting density and depth of m-PEG brushes on cell membrane are vital in controlling the efficacy of immunocamouflagle of the grafted cells [21]. The density of polymer brush border on the cell membrane is highly dependent on linker chemistry, molecular weight, and the concentration of m-PEG derivatives that are being used. In order to achieve the optimum immunological efficacy of polymer grafting, Chen et al. elaborated their studies to understand the role of linker in m-PEG grafting on murine splenocytes. Three different modifying chemistries and PEG derivatives (cyanuric chloride m-PEG (Cm-PEG), m-PEG-1-benzotriazolyl carbonate (BTCm-PEG) and tresylchloride m-PEG (Tm-PEG)) were used, and the murine splenocytes were modified with the 0–5 mM m-PEGs at pH 8.0 (Table 1) [102]. Flow cytometric analysis of leukocyte markers and mixed lymphocyte reactions demonstrated that both Cm-PEG and BTCm-PEG were highly efficient at camouflaging cell surface markers, while Tm-PEG was ineffective. Furthermore, Cm-PEG and BTCm-PEG significantly blocked mixed lymphocyte reactions alloreognition and cellular proliferation. The length of the polymer chain is highly detrimental in these studies; immunocamouflagle of cells with BTCm-PEG-2 (20 kDa) was very effective than other counter parts.

Immuoquiescence, a state of low baseline immune activation, is another parameter to evaluate the efficiency of immunocamouflaged cell surface. Wang et al. studied whether m-PEG-modified allogeneic human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) or murine splenocytes can produce immunoquiescence or tolerance in both in vitro and murine in vivo models [103]. Lymphocyte proliferation, differentiation, and cytokine production was verifed in mixed lymphocyte reactions and conditioned media experiments. The studies demonstrated that PEG grafting does not have any significant effect on cell viability and immunomodulatory response and cytokine production, whereas the controls demonstrated significant ($p < 0.001$)
effect on pro-proliferative potential and enhancing interleukin-2, tumor necrosis factor alpha, and interferon gamma levels.

*m*-PEG-grafted donor murine splenocytes showed significant in vivo immunosuppressive effects in H2-disparate mice. In contrast to unmodified to allogeneic splenocytes, PEG-modified allogeneic splenocytes showed significant increment in Tregs and baseline levels of Th17 lymphocytes. And also, this effect was seen in at least 30 days post challenge and was not reversed by unmodified allogeneic cells (Fig. 16). These studies conformed that the PEGylation of allogeneic lymphocytes induced an immunoquiescent state both in vitro and in vivo in murine models [104].

Although various reports provided the detailed understanding of late events in T-cell activation of allografts such as T-cell proliferation and cytokine secretion, a better understanding of initial triggering events/molecular mechanisms is limited. Scott research group, in their subsequent studies, monitored the initial triggering events by examining the effect of PEGylation of cells in initial cell-cell interactions, changes to activation pathways, and apoptosis [101, 104, 105]. The role of these events in minimizing proliferative response is observed in modified cells during mixed lymphocyte reactions. The *m*-PEG-engineered cells exhibited significant global immunocamouflage of surface proteins of lymphocytes and also minimized interactions with antigen-presenting cells and other intracellular signaling process. And also, the reported PEG approach is nontoxic. Due to the global immunocamouflage of this approach, it overcomes the biological redundancy inherent to surface adhesion, costimulatory, and growth receptors and shows no evidence of systemic toxicity.

### Table 1

The efficiency of induced immunocamouflage of grafted murine splenocytes was examined using three different modified PEGs and covalent linkages. Two different molecular weights of PEG were used [102]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m-PEG derivatives</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Molecular weight (Da)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_Cl</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm-PEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTCm-PEG-1, BTCm-PEG-2</td>
<td>5000 (BTCm-PEG-1)</td>
<td>20,000 (BTCm-PEG-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_Cl</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm-PEG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.3 Modification of Stem Cells

Stem cells are currently known as one of the most promising candidates for developing novel and clinically translatable cell therapy [106–109]. In particular, focuses on multipotent and pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) have been significantly increasing [108, 109]. PSCs are characterized by immortality – the ability to continuously self-renew – and pluripotency, the ability to differentiate into all somatic cell types [108]. PSCs include both embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and induced PSCs (iPSCs). Both pluripotent and multipotent stem cells can generate the necessary quantities of cells required for transplantation due to their ability to continuously divide. These cells can then be differentiated into desired phenotypes for therapeutic applications. HSC’s transplantation is also known as one of the most commonly used cells for clinical trials [18, 39, 110–112].

Cell surface engineering approaches have been used to modify the cells to provide them with a desired property. Stephan et al. have proposed the conjugation of drug-loaded liposome nanoparticles onto the surface of HSCs [113]. Not only such approach did compensate normal HSC’s function, but they also increased the

Fig. 16 The PEGylated splenocytes showed long-term immunomodulatory effects; inhibited the changes in T regulatory (Treg) and Th17 (pro-inflammatory and allorejection) levels consequent to rechallenge with unmodified allogeneic cells. As shown in this figure, Treg levels persistently elevated, while Th17 levels remain the same or decreased from that of naive mice even after 30 days transfusion of modified allogenic cells. (Adapted from [103] with the kind permission of Elsevier Ltd)
self-renewal durability of such cells. In addition to self-renewal and differentiation capability of stem cells, one of the current importance of stem cell therapy is the safe and efficient delivery of such cells into the desired tissue without losing their prominent properties such as proliferation or differentiation. For the delivery of stem cells into their desired tissues, the cell surface can be engineered to enhance the homing properties. In particular for MSCs, due to insufficient expression of surface markers, these cells would not present efficient homing properties. Consequently, cell surface modification approaches can play a key role in enhancing and presenting surface ligands onto the cell surface in order to address such issues. For instance, Sarkar et al. presented a promising modification technique in which they modified MSCs with a nanometer-scale polymer containing SLeX which has been found to be present on the surface of leukocytes and regulate the cell rolling of MSCs [107].

Figure 17 presents the schematic of such engineering strategy for enhancing the rolling of MSCs. It has been reported that the modified MSCs not only showed a great homing in vivo but also the MSC phenotypic properties including multi-lineage differentiation have been conserved as well. In another study, Cheng et al. have used a specific peptide conjugation strategy based on peptide-selectin interaction to improve adhesion of such cells onto blood vessels [39]. Zhao et al. have also shown that engineered P- or L-selectin binding nucleic acid onto MSCs made them engaged to inflamed endothelial cells and leukocytes [6]. Their in vitro results showed that such engineered MSCs can be directly captured from the flow stream by selectin surfaces or selectin-expressing cells under flow conditions [39]. Joeng et al. have used HPG to covalently conjugate oligopeptide containing the VHSPNKK sequence into polymer to create a bioactive HPG [16]. The bioactive HPG can be then associated with the surface of MSCs by hydrophobic insertion to further increase their homing properties. Finally, they have shown that the coating MSCs surface with such bioactive polymer significantly enhanced the cellular affinity for the vascular endothelial adhesion molecule which is overexpressed by inflamed blood vessels (Fig. 18) [16].

![Fig. 17](image_url) Engineering the MSC surface using the conjugation of SLeX by covalent biotinylation and a streptavidin-biotin bridge to improve their rolling interactions in vitro. (Adapted from [107] with the kind permission of American chemical society)
In another study, improving the homing transplantation of MSCs were carried out by using engineered mRNA-transfected MSCs which highly expressed homing ligands, such as P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) and sialyl-Lewis\^-\^x (SLeX), leading eventually to enhancing homing of such cells into mouse\' inflamed ear vascular endothelium. Lecy et al. have shown that engineered MSCs with the homing ligands PSGL-1/SLeX via mRNA transfection significantly improved their homing to the mouse bone marrow \[110\]. Their results confirmed that mRNA-transfected MSCs have enhanced homing to inflamed ear 2 h after injection by 30% compared to native MSCs.

So far, we have explored most studies that investigated the effects of cell membrane modification on regulating the fate of stem cells. Glycans are considered as one of the
most important cellular component of stem cells where they are in charge of cell signaling communications to their exterior environment. Therefore, the glycan engineered using different techniques to stimulate the fate of stem cells into their desired properties accordingly. Such modulation would be mainly controlled by the signaling molecule transmission such as fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), Wnt, and Notch and other lineage-specific signatures such as the stage-specific embryonic antigens (Lewis X, stage-specific embryonic antigens-1, stage-specific embryonic antigens 3 and 4). For instance, Huang et al. have shown that by using synthetic neoproteoglycans (neoPGs) they were successful in engineering the surface of mouse ESCs to further enhance their affinity to bind to FGF2 [114]. FGF2 is widely used for culturing many stem cell types including ESCs and PSCs. Using such synthetic approach, these researchers could remodel the glycocalyx of mouse ESCs which eventually lead to enhance the neural differentiation of such cells. In another study on engineering the glycans of stem cells, Pulisipher et al. have focused on how to regulate the fate of ESCs into neural phenotypes [112]. They have used HaloTag proteins (HTPs) to present heparin sulfate glycosaminoglycan (HS-GAG) anchor onto the membrane of mouse ESCs. It has been shown that remodeling the glycocalyx of ESCs with such strategy could accelerate the self-renewal exit and eventually promote neural lineage commitment and their differentiation into mature neuronal cells. Pulisipher et al. showed that, consistent with an accelerated loss of pluripotency, transcription factor NANOG levels in heparin sulfate chloroalkane-treated cells was decreased which then accompanied by a corresponding increase in the neuroectoderm-specific marker SOX1. Overall, bioengineering approaches to regulate the fate of stem cells toward their desired application is becoming very promising for preclinical and clinical researchers in the field.

3.4 Surface Modification of Islets

Pancreatic islets are responsible for regulating the sugar levels in the blood [115–118]. They are a cluster of pancreatic cells that are made up of different cells. Many research groups have published reports highlighting the importance of islet transplantation as an extremely promising therapy for diabetic patients [14, 26, 115–119]. Despite of their clinical promises, minimizing the risk of immune rejection of such cells is one the challenging problems. To address these challenges, cell surface modification has been adopted. Researchers have used amphiphilic PEG-lipid and the biotin/streptavidin reactions to immobilize human embryonic kidney cells 293 (HEK293) on the surface of islets, as shown in Fig. 19 [14, 26]. In another work, Golab et al. have shown that by using biotin polyethylene glycol-N-hydroxysuccinimide (biotin-PEG-NHS), they could successfully attach T cells onto the surface of islet cells without any loss of islets viability and function [115]. Although this technique is very promising, major limitation is that streptavidin is derived from bacteria and is a potent antigen in humans. Therefore other strategies were investigated. Specific DNA pairing with its complementary sequence can be used to control cell-cell interaction. Inserted single-stranded DNA-polyethylene glycol (PEG)-lipid (poly A) on the cell membrane showed a
specific attachment to the complementary DNA-coated cell (poly T) or a glass surface to further improve the function of islet cells.

Teramura and Iwata have reviewed various cell surface engineering methods which can be applied to provide non-recognizable surfaces against the immune system. Such methods have been challenged for immune evasion: PEG23, multilayered PVA-PEG-lipid24, hyperbranched alginate-poly(amidoamine) dendrimer complex, hyperbranched polyglycerol, complement receptor 1-heparin layer-by-layer assembly, factor H-binding peptide, and apyrase [14, 26].

3.5 Endothelial Cell Engineering

Another important class of cells are endothelial cells which protect the vasculature and provide antithrombotic and anti-inflammatory properties [120]. Surface modification of endothelial cells has been used as a tool to manipulate the properties so that cell adhesion and cell behavior can be altered. One of the earlier studies describing such approaches uses avidin-biotin method (Fig. 20). Studies have shown that high-affinity avidin-biotin binding was successful to bring biotinylated cell surface onto synthetic surfaces and co-adsorbed with avidin and fibronectin [121, 122]. This cell surface modification eventually enhanced the formation of lower affinity integrin-mediated focal adhesions. Engineered biotinylated endothelial cells hold great promise for enhancing the attachment of endothelial surfaces onto the synthetic surfaces especially when the cells are placed in flow conditions. Such methods have been used to enhance the adhesion of intact biochemically viable endothelial cell layer on polymeric vascular grafts [73]. It is reported that the protein-PEG conjugates can be used to prevent the undesirable platelet deposition in the case of
damaged arterial tissues. Deglau et al. further expanded this concept by employing PEG-modified human coronary artery endothelial cells for site-specific targeted delivery in ex vivo conditions [123]. First, the efficiency of targeted delivery to damaged arteries was confirmed using NeutrAvidin-coated polystyrene microspheres. Under arterial shear stress flow conditions, solution of PEG-biotin conjugates was delivered to scrape-damaged bovine carotid arteries that were loaded into the tubular perfusion chamber, followed by NeutrAvidin-coated fluorescently tagged microspheres for 10 min. A very high dense layer of styrene microspheres, almost sixfold higher, was found on NHS-PEG-biotin treated bovine carotid arteries, whereas control arteries showed minimal adhesion. To deliver the endothelial cells, the same experiment was repeated with sequential injections of PEG-biotin, fluorescently tagged NeutrAvidin (as a bridging molecule) and PEG-biotin-modified endothelial cells to scrape-damaged bovine carotid arteries. The damaged endothelium surface was well coated with injected PEG-modified endothelial cells and was confirmed by epi-fluorescence microscopy. Although the demonstrated approach has severe limitations and examined only in vitro conditions, this strategy might ultimately find applications in catheter-based or surgical procedures. Such studies are ongoing and have immense potential for clinical translation. It is worth mentioning that even though avidin-biotin was shown to significantly promote initial endothelial cell adhesion, there is no report on the effects of avidin at longer adhesion times [121].

### 3.6 Hepatocytes Modification

Hepatocyte-based therapies have immense potential to be alternatives to liver transplantations in many liver-related diseases including liver failures and other liver disorders. However, the sufficient grafting of hepatocytes and their viability is highly essential for the success of both hepatocyte-based therapies and liver tissue engineering applications. A detailed understanding of the surface modification/interaction of hepatocytes with biomimetic materials is another crucial factor for the success of this therapeutic approach [25, 125, 126]. To better understand the hepatic cell interactions with biomaterial surface, recently, Kojima et al. coated hepatic cells with poly(lactic acid) through avidin-biotin binding system without losing crucial metabolic functions such as serum protein secretion and metabolic capacity [126]. Initially, hepatic cells were attached with sulfo-NHS-biotin, and these modified cells were grafted on an
avidin-adsorbed flat poly(l-lactic acid) surface. The adhesion process is completed in less than 10 min. The proliferation of these modified cells was intact and almost comparable with cells cultured in collagen plates.

Hepatic functions of the attached cells including albumin secretion, induction of genes, metabolic capacity, and molecular signaling transfer ability of transmembrane receptor complexes were not compromised. Later, Ohashi and co-workers reported another interesting hepatic cell surface modification approach using PEG-lipid derivatives [25]. Murine primary hepatocyte cell surface was immobilized with different PEG-phospholipid conjugates bearing a fluorophore. All the vital hepatocyte functions such as cell viability, protein secretion ability, gene expression ability, induction of cytochrome P450, and hepatocyte transplantation ability were assessed using different in vitro and in vivo experiments (Fig. 21). This modification process was also tested successfully for engineering of hepatocyte sheets in order to generate ectopic liver tissues for different therapeutic applications. This cell surface modification process might show new avenues to advance hepatocyte-based therapies and drug discovery research.

**Fig. 21** In vivo studies of PEG-grafted hepatocytes. (A) Surface engineering of transplanted hepatocytes was assessed by measuring recipient serum human alpha-1 antitrypsin (hA1AT) levels at day 3 and 10. Dotted lines and straight lines indicate the recipient groups that were transplanted with cells via portal vein to liver and under kidney capsules, respectively. FITC-PEG-DMPE-modified hepatocytes were resuspended in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium and transplanted into the liver (B) and kidney (C). Histochemical staining of hA1AT of livers (D, E) and kidneys (F, G) were harvested for 10 days after transplantation of control hepatocytes (D, F) and FITC-PEG-DMPE-modified hepatocytes (E, G). (Adapted from reference [25] with the kind permission of Elsevier Ltd)
4 Summary and Future Prospective

The attachment of polymers onto the surface of different cell types opens a new and exciting avenue in the field of cell-based therapy which needs to be further explored in clinical studies. In fact, cell surface engineering enhances the therapeutic potential of cells used for transfusion and transplantation applications. Cell surface engineering explores how manipulation of cell fate can present a dominant innovative technology that will likely find wide applications in cell therapy, tissue engineering, drug delivery, and biosensing/bioimaging.

Here, we have described three major types of modification used for cell surface engineering including hydrophobic insertion, electrostatic, and covalent modification, along with the modifications through nonnative cell surface functional groups, and graft from strategies for most clinically important cells such as RBCs, stem cells, islets, lymphocytes/splenocytes, endothelial cells, and hepatocytes. Although we have highlighted the importance of polymer-based methods, advances in enzyme engineering can enhance the efficiency of cell surface engineering approaches by introducing new biomolecules that are designed for specific targets and applications. In addition to the benefits of enzymatic approaches, metabolic strategies to engineer the cell surface glycans are very promising as well, but considerable progress still needs to be achieved using the various pathways. For instance, unlike enzymatic approaches, which, for example, delete entire saccharides from cell surface proteoglycans [127], metabolic strategies can modify these structures in a manner to engineer the cell surface to eventually regulate the function of cells.

Overall, advances in cell surface engineering approaches, especially in the design of new polymers for modifying the cell surface with specific biological functions combined with either enzymatic approach or metabolic modification, will hold great promises in the fields of bioengineering and transplantation medicine.
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